There have been few studies to date evaluating the effectiveness of contrast-enhanced endoscopic ultrasound (CE-EUS) for detecting mural nodules in patients with branch duct-type intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm (BD-IPMN) of the pancreas. We aim to evaluate the effectiveness of CE-EUS for detecting mural nodules in BD-IPMN. Patients and Methods: Of the 427 BD-IPMN patients, 21 patients (4.9%) in whom the presence of mural nodules was suggested by CE computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or in whom the presence of nodule-like lesions as shown by fundamental EUS, were examined by CE-EUS. Results: The mean diameter of cystic lesions was 29.8 ± 12.8 mm. The mean diameter of mural nodules was 9.5 ± 5.7 mm. BD-IPMN was detected in the pancreatic head in 16 cases, pancreatic body in 2 cases, and pancreatic tail in 3 cases. The mean follow-up period was 17.2 ± 11.9 months. The detection rates of mural nodule-like lesions in BD-IPMN patients on CT, MRI, and fundamental EUS were 36.8%, 63.2%, and 100%, respectively. The detection rates of true mural nodules in BD-IPMN patients on CT, MRI, and fundamental EUS were 85.7%, 71.4%, and 100%, respectively. The echo levels of mural nodule-like lesions on fundamental EUS were hyperechoic in 6 patients, isoechoic in 9 patients, and hypoechoic in 6 patients. The final diagnosis was mucus lumps in 14 patients and mural nodules in 7 patients. The contrast patterns observed were avascular, isovascular, and hypervascular in 14, 3, and 4 patients, respectively. No patients showed a hypovascular pattern. Fourteen patients showing an avascular pattern were diagnosed as having mucus lumps, and they were able to avoid surgical resection. Of the 7 patients who were diagnosed as having mural nodules, 5 underwent surgical resection. The pathological findings were adenocarcinoma in 2 patients and adenoma in 3 patients. Of the 3 adenoma patients, fundamental EUS demonstrated a hypoechoic area in 1 patient and an isoechoic area in 2 patients. Of the 2 adenocarcinoma patients, 1 each showed a hypoechoic area and a hyperechoic area. It was difficult to distinguish between patients with adenoma and patients with
INTRODUCTION
Intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm (IPMN) of the pancreas shows a wide spectrum of histological presentations ranging from adenoma with mild atypia to adenocarcinoma. IPMN is divided into two types, namely, main duct-type and branch duct-type (BD). BD-IPMN develops slowly and has a favorable prognosis. [1] A revised version of the consensus guidelines for the management of IPMN was published in 2012, [2] and an international common medical consensus for the management of IPMN was consequently established. The surgical indications and high-risk stigmata for BD-IPMN include obstructive jaundice in patients with cystic lesions in the pancreatic head that show an enhanced solid component. The presence of mural nodules is also included in the surgical indications for BD-IPMN.
Mural nodules in IPMN are occasionally ver y small. Fundamental endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) has a higher spatial resolution owing to its higher frequency (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) and enables better observation from a point closer to the pancreas than transabdominal US. Therefore, B-mode EUS is effective for detecting mural nodules in BD-IPMN. Although typical mucus lumps are relatively easy to diagnose on fundamental EUS, atypical mucus lumps may be difficult to distinguish from mural nodules on fundamental EUS. [3] Contrast-enhanced EUS (CE-EUS) has recently been developed to improve the qualitative diagnostic performance of fundamental EUS. However, there are very few reports in the literature regarding the effectiveness of CE-EUS for the diagnosis of BD-IPMN.
This study aimed to retrospectively assess the discrimination between mucus lumps and mural nodules of BD-IPMN by CE-EUS.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients
The records of 427 IPMN patients who underwent EUS at Tokyo Medical University between April 2010 and April 2014 were reviewed. The final diagnosis of mural nodules was obtained by surgical specimen analysis, whereas that of mucus lumps was obtained by CE-EUS. Of the 427 IPMN patients, 21 patients (4.9%) were suspected to have mural nodule-like lesions on CE computed tomography (CE-CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or by incidental detection of nodule-like lesions on fundamental EUS. All patients without exclusion adaptations and who underwent all examinations, namely, CE-CT, MRI, fundamental EUS, and CE-EUS, were enrolled in this study. Patients were excluded if they were below 18 years of age or did not provide informed consent. Patients with egg allergy were also excluded as this is a contraindication with sonazoid. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Tokyo Medical University.
Contrast-enhanced endoscopic ultrasound procedure CE-EUS was performed using HI VISION900 or HI VISION Avius (Hitachi Aloka Medical, Inc.,) and the EG3870UTK endoscope (Pentax Co., Ltd.), or using ProSound SSDα-10 (Hitachi Aloka Medical, Inc.,) and the GF-UE260-AL5 endoscope (Olympus Corp.).
The second-generation contrast agent sonazoid was used to analyze the perfusion characteristics of microvessels. The recommended volume of sonazoid administration is 0.015 mL/kg body weight (i.e., 0.9 mL should be administered to an adult weighing 60 kg). If tissue harmonic imaging with high sensitivity is used, favorable imaging results can be obtained using half of the recommended volume. [4] Therefore, the sonazoid volume used in our patients was 0.5 mL, regardless of their body weight. A previous study reported that the reduction rate of the echo intensity at 1 min from the peak was the greatest in pancreatic cancer, followed by benign diseases such as mass-forming pancreatitis adenocarcinoma using the echo levels obtained from fundamental EUS. Conclusions: CE-EUS may be useful for avoiding the overdiagnosis of BD-IPMN with mural nodule-like lesions. However, it has difficulty in distinguishing between clearly benign and malignant lesions in BD-IPMN.
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Evaluation
The detection rates and echo levels of mural nodule-like lesions were evaluated by fundamental EUS, and vascularity was assessed from the level of the washout of the contrast agent in the lesions on CE-EUS.
A typical mucus lump on fundamental EUS has characteristics of a globular hyperechoic lesion with a globular anechoic area in the lesion [ Figure 1 ]. The echo levels on fundamental EUS were classified into three levels: Hypoechoic, isoechoic, and hyperechoic. The evaluation of echo levels was used for the comparison of the mural nodule-like lesions and pancreatic parenchyma. The types of vascularization observed on CE-EUS were classified into four patterns: Avascular, hypovascular, isovascular, and hypervascular. Washout on CE-EUS indicates the rapid disappearance of the injected contrast agent in the lesion during the observation period.
Patients who had mural nodule-like lesions that were considered to be benign mucus lumps on CE-EUS underwent follow-up B-mode US and CE-EUS after 6 months. If the mural nodule-like lesions were unchanged, a final diagnosis of benign mucus lump was made. However, a limitation of this study is that all lesions shown to be avascular on CE-EUS were considered to be mucus lumps as the final diagnosis at this stage without any confirmatory pathological findings.
Statistical analyses
Normally distributed data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation statistical significance was determined using the Chi-square test, Fisher exact probability test, or Aspin-Welch t-test. A P < 0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference between two groups. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (ATMS Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).
RESULTS
Baseline characteristics of the patients
Twenty-one BD-IPMN patients (men/women: 16/5) who underwent CE-EUS were included in the study. The mean age of the patients was 65.6 ± 11.5 years. The mean diameter of the cystic lesions was 29.8 ± 12.8 mm. The mean diameter of the main pancreatic duct was 3.4 ± 2.1 mm. The mean diameter of the mural nodules was 9.5 ± 5.7 mm. BD-IPMN was detected in the pancreatic head in 16 cases, pancreatic body in 2 cases, and pancreatic tail in 3 cases. The mean follow-up period was 17.2 ± 10.9 months [ Table 1 ].
Detection rates of mural nodules
All patients enrolled in this study underwent CE-CT, MRI, and fundamental EUS. All mural nodules were suspected to be isovascular by CE-CT. A mural nodule like-lesion was detected as the only defect on a heavy T2-weighted image on MRI. The detection rates of mural nodule-like lesions in BD-IPMN patients on CT, MRI, and fundamental EUS were 36.8%, 63.2%, and 100%, respectively. There was no significant difference in the detection rate of mural nodule-like lesions in the BD-IPMN patients. However, the detection rate of mural nodule-like lesions in the BD-IPMN patients on fundamental EUS was higher than that on CE-CT and MRI [ Table 2 ]. Suspected mural nodules were detected in 7 of 21 cases by CT, 12 of 21 cases by MRI, and 21 of 21 cases by fundamental EUS. The detection ratio of mural nodules by CE-CT was 71.4% (5/7), whereas that of mucus lumps by CE-CT was 50.0% (7/14) . There was no significant difference in the detection ratios of mural nodules and mucus lumps by CE-CT (P = 0.640).
The detection ratio of mural nodules by MRI was 71.4% (5/7), whereas that of mucus lumps by MRI was 50.0% (7/14) . There was no significant difference in the detection ratios of mural nodules and mucus lumps by MRI (P = 0.640). CT and MRI showed similar detectable proportions of mural nodules and mucus lumps.
Details of mural nodule-like lesions detected in branch duct-type intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm patients on fundamental endoscopic ultrasound and contrast-enhanced endoscopic ultrasound
Mural nodule-like lesions were detected on fundamental EUS as hyperechoic areas in 6 cases (typical mucus-like lesions in 3 cases), isoechoic areas in 9 cases, and hypoechoic areas in 6 cases. The final diagnosis was mucus lumps in 14 cases and mural nodules in 7 cases.
It was difficult to distinguish between mucus lumps and mural nodules in BD-IPMN patients on fundamental EUS [ Table 3 ].
The types of vascularization observed on CE-EUS were classified into 4 patterns: Avascular, hypovascular, isovascular, and hypervascular. The numbers of patients with avascular, isovascular, and hypervascular patterns on CE-EUS were 14, 3, and 4, respectively. There were no patients with a hypovascular pattern in this present study. All 14 patients with an avascular pattern were diagnosed as having mucus lumps and were able to avoid surgical resection [ Table 4 ]. Of the 7 patients with mural nodules, surgical resection was performed in 5 patients.
The pathological findings of the surgically resected specimens were adenocarcinoma in 2 patients and adenoma in 3 patients. In the 3 patients with adenoma, the mural nodule-like lesions were hypoechoic on fundamental EUS in 1 patient and isoechoic in 2 patients. In the 2 patients with adenocarcinoma, the mural nodule-like lesions were hypoechoic on B-mode EUS in 1 patient and hyperechoic in the other patient. It was difficult to distinguish between adenoma and adenocarcinoma from the echo levels on fundamental EUS. In the 3 patients with adenoma, the mural nodule-like lesions observed on CE-EUS showed a hypervascular pattern in 1 patient and an isovascular pattern in 2 patients. In the 2 patients with adenocarcinoma, the mural nodule-like lesions observed on CE-EUS showed a hypovascular pattern in 1 patient and a hypervascular pattern in the other patient. The mean time from injecting the contrast medium to the start of enhancement of the vessels in the mural nodules was 21.0 ± 5.1 s in the 5 patients who underwent surgical resection. There was no significant difference in the time to the enhancement of the mural nodules between adenoma and adenocarcinoma. There were no cases showing washout of the contrast agent in the mural nodules during the observation periods.
Moreover, there were no cases of irregular appearance of arterial vessels over a short distance after contrast agent injection. It was difficult to distinguish between adenoma and adenocarcinoma in BD-IPMN patients on fundamental EUS and CE-EUS [ Table 5 ].
DISCUSSION
Malignant transformation in BD-IPMN is very rare and has been reported to occur in only 2%-3% of patients per year. [6, 7] Furthermore, BD-IPMN is recognized as slow growing, and invasive BD-IPMN has a comparatively better prognosis than pancreatic invasive ductal carcinoma. [8] [9] [10] However, no systemic chemotherapies for invasive BD-IPMN have been established to date. Therefore, early detection of malignant transformation in BD-IPMN is very important.
Many studies have reported that the presence of mural nodules in BD-IPMN suggests malignant transformation. [11] [12] [13] Thus, the presence of mural nodules is a very important factor for deciding therapeutic strategies for BD-IPMN.
Visualization of mural nodules in BD-IPMN is often difficult on CE-CT and MRI. On the other hand, fundamental EUS has a higher sensitivity than CE-CT and MRI for detecting small pancreatic lesions. In the present study, the mean diameter of mural nodule-like lesions was 9.5 ± 5.7 mm. The detection rates of mural nodules on CE-CT, MRI, and fundamental EUS were 36.8%, 63.2%, and 100%, respectively. It was previously reported that the sensitivity of EUS in detecting small pancreatic neoplasms of 3 cm diameter or less (99%) was higher than that of CT (77%). [14] Another study showed that the sensitivity of EUS in detecting small pancreatic neoplasms of 3 cm diameter or less (94%) was higher than those of CT (69%) and MRI (83%). [15] Yasuda et al. detected pancreatic masses of <10 mm diameter in 3 out of 132 patients by EUS; however, these masses could not be detected by CE-CT. [16] In the present study, fundamental EUS could detect all mural nodule-like lesions that were detected by CE-CT or MRI. The detection rate of these mural nodule-like lesions in BD-IPMN patients was higher on fundamental EUS than on CE-CT or MRI. Most of the mural nodules detected in BD-IPMN patients were very small. Thus, fundamental EUS is valuable for the diagnosis of mural nodules in BD-IPMN patients.
Fundamental EUS has an excellent lesion detection rate. However, in 80.9% (17/21) of the patients in this study who did not have typical mucus lumps, it was difficult to distinguish between mucus lumps and mural nodules. Fundamental EUS was based on the B-mode US pattern; therefore, there were limitations in qualitative diagnosis, particularly in the discrimination between benign and malignant pancreatic lesions.
To compensate for this weak point, CE-EUS has been developed. Thus far, many studies have reported the effectiveness of CE-EUS for detecting pancreatic lesions. However, there are very few reports on the effectiveness of CE-CT in distinguishing between mural nodules and mucus lumps in BD-IPMN.
Information on the presence of mural nodules in BD-IPMN is very important for deciding the therapeutic strategies. In the present study, 66.7% (14/21) of the BD-IPMN patients were diagnosed as having mucus lumps by CE-EUS, and they could avoid surgical resection owing to overdiagnosis. Some studies have reported that CE-US could distinguish between mural nodules and mucus lumps. [17, 18] CE-EUS, which has a higher spatial resolution than CE-US, may have a higher diagnostic performance for IPMN. Thus, CE-EUS may be able to more specifically distinguish between mural nodules and mucus lumps than CE-US.
Although the presence of mural nodules in IPMN is an indication for surgical resection, many studies have indicated that adenomas are often included in BD-IPMN with mural nodules. [19] [20] [21] [22] In recent years, some studies have reported that it is possible to distinguish between benign and malignant pancreatic solid lesions using CE-EUS. Hocke et al. have evaluated the differentiation of inflammation from pancreatic carcinoma in 86 cases by CE-CT using the second-generation contrast agent SonoVue based on the perfusion characteristics of microvessels. [23] The sensitivity and specificity of CE-EUS for detecting pancreatic cancer were 91.1% and 93.3%, respectively. The criteria for malignancy in the present study were as follows: Absence of detectable vascularization before contrast agent injection, irregular appearance of arterial vessels over a short distance after contrast agent injection, and no detection of venous vessels in the lesion. A malignant lesion was assumed if all the criteria were met. However, it was not possible to distinguish between benign BD-IPMN and malignant BD-IPMN in the present study using this method. Although we were able to diagnose malignant BD-IPMN in 2 patients based on the pathological findings following surgical resection, there were no lesions with irregular arterial vessels over a short distance after the contrast agent injection. It is believed that even if cancer is small, its metabolism can be maintained at a low level or even without tumor vessels. Furthermore, IPMNs are believed to undergo a transition from adenoma to carcinoma. As the mural nodules observed in the present study were very small, the growth of the tumor vessels may have been insufficient for detection. Therefore, the detection of extremely small malignant BD-IPMN on CE-EUS may have been difficult under these circumstances.
As for study limitation, all avascular lesions on CE-EUS were given a final diagnosis of mucus lumps without any confirmatory pathological findings or long follow-up.
CONCLUSIONS
CE-EUS may be a useful technique for avoiding the overdiagnosis of BD-IPMN with mural nodule-like lesions. However, it is difficult to clearly distinguish between benign and malignant lesions in BD-IPMN using the current CE-EUS technique.
